
Finally, either the value b 2, which limits the stress, or the function %~ should be substituted for ~2 in (9). 
This statement of the problem is, however, less effective than the preceding one. Moreover, its use presupposes 

knowledge of all the mechanical characteristics of the material in question, which is not always the case [8]. In 
connection with this, it may prove useful to state inverse problems in a manner similar to that used for determining the 
current in section 3 and solve them by means of a certain regularizing algorithm. 
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THERMAL AND THERMODEFORMATIONAL PROCESSES IN THE 

FORCED HEATING OF STEEL 

Yu. A. Malevlch, V. N. Papkovich, P. V. Sevast'yanov, 
D. G. Sedyako, and L. G. Dymova 

UDC 621.785 

The dynamics of metal heating in a furnace of pacing-beam type is investigated experimentally and 
theoretically. 

The heating of metal in a furnace is investigated experimentally, with the aim of subsequent paxametric 
identification of the mathematical model, for the example of steel-15 blooms of cross section 250 x 300 mm. 

In the course of the industrial experiment, the temperature values of control points of the cross section of the 
experimental ingot (corner, surface, center) is determined from the instant of insertion to the removal of the metal, as 
well as the degree of oxidation of surface layers of the steel. The temperature is measured using KhA thermccouples 
with an electrode diameter of 1.2 mm. The productivity of the heating furnace in the experiment is 46.7 ton/h. 

Note that the presence of a positive static pressure in the working space of the furnace eliminates the po:~sibility 
of cold-air inflow. Ignition of the fuel with a consumption coefficient of 1.0-I.1 in these conditions creates an 
atmosphere with weak oxidative properties. This is confirmed by the experimental results: the degree of oxidation of 
the metal is no more than I%. 

Analysis of the components of the thermal balance allows the efficiency of the furnace and the :;pecific 
consumption of the conventional fuel to be determined: 61.5% and 35.2 kg of fuel/ton of steel, respectively. The total 
heat losses through the load with cooling water and with incomplete chemical combustion are no more than I0%, which 
indicates high efficiency of operation of the furnace. 
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Fig. 1. Parametric identification of  the mathematical model 
of bloom heating in a furnace of pacing-beam type from 
the results of an industrial experiment: I) dusty gas; II) idle 
intervals; III) position of thermocouple in ingot. 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of stress-state coefficient  (a) and 
thermostress (try, kg/mm 9") (b) in cross section of bloom 
(high-speed heating). 

The mathematical model of the heating of an ingot of rectangular cross section includes the two-dimensional 
heat-conduction equation 

OT 0 
p (T)  c (T )  - 

O'~ Ox 

- -  Rj. ~ x <~ RI, 

and the boundary and initial conditions 

x (T) aT ( R ~ ,  y, ~) _ 
Ox 10 8 

Z (r)  aT  (x, R,, x) = 
Ox 

aT(O, y, x) _ o, 
ax 

( )~(T) OT 0 aT 

--R~<~y<~R~, 0~<~<~, 

-- - -  [Tf4u - -  T ~ (Rx, y, x)l q- (z [Tfu - -  T (ml, tj, z)], 

(1) 

(2) 

[Tf 4. - -  T ~ (x, R2, T)] q- r [Tfu - -  T (x, R2, x)], (3) 
10 8 

OT (x, O, "~) _ 0 ,  T (x, g, O) = [ (x, y), (4) 
0y 
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where Ttu is the furnace temperature measured in the course of the experiments by regular zone thermocoaple and 
thermosensors introduced in the working space of  the furnace at the surface of the heated ingot; a, a are the effective 
coefficients of  radiation and convective heat transfer at the ingot surface. The parameter a,  which has little iafluence 
on the calculation results, is taken to be 30 W/m2.K, in accordance with literature data. The parameter ~ is very 
undetermined, and is found by theoretical--experimental identification. As is evident f rom Fig. 1, identification allows 
a thermal model of  the process of  high accuracy to be obtained. The identified values of  a vary f rom zone to zone 
within limits of  1.7-1.9 W/m2-K. 

In developing the mathematical model for  calculating the thermoelastoplastic stress and deformation, it is 
assumed that the temperature distribution in the ingot does not depend on the axial coordinate z. Then, in accordance 
with the hypothesis of  plane cross sections 

Cl:r ~ -  (71t z ~ E x z  : 8 # z ,  

In this case, the system of  equations of  the model written within the framework of  flow theory in increments 
takes the form 

OAcr~c)x + OA%~oV -- O, OA%ov + OA~XYOx -- O, (5) 

Aex = cn&r x + q~A% + c13Acr z + cl~A~r~u q- ~pxAT, 

As~, = c21A% q- c2.zAa u -.[- c2aA% -b c~A~r~u -Jr" q~uAT, 

Aez = cslA% + cszA% + c33A% q- c~A(r~ + %AT, (6) 

92As~y OZAe~ + 02A% 

Oxc)v O f  Ox z ' 

OZA% ---- 0, 02As" -- 0, OZAsz 
Ox z c)y z OxOy 

(7) 

(8) 
Aub=R~ = 0, A v b = R ~  = 0, 

where AU, Av are the increments in the displacements along the x and y axes; Aax, Aay are the components of  the stress 
increment; A~x, Aey are the deformations; AT is the temperature increment at the given point of  the body after  the 
loading step; the coefficients cij depend on the accumulated deformation and stress; the dependence of  the elastic and 
plastic properties of  the material on the temperature is calculated by the method of  [1 ]. In accordance with the r rinciple 
of constructing a model of  a generalized plane deformed state [1], equilibrium conditions should be added to the system 
in Eqs. (5)-(8) 

i +_v~/s = o, f A ~ - z s  = o, I A % ~ d S -  o, 
,, (9) k s ? 

where the integrals are taken over the cross-sectional area of  the ingot. 
The solution of  the complete system in Eqs. (5)-(9) in each loading step is based on the procedure of  [! ], using 

the f ini te-element  method. 

With the aim of  estimating the upper bound on the thermostress in the ingot, the thermal and 
thermodeformational processes are calculated in forced-heat ing conditions. The rate of  heating is specified as the 
maximum permissible value in all the zones; the initial ingot temperature is assumed to be 20~ The degree of risk of 
crack appearance is estimated using the criterion of [2], according to which cracks develop when the stress int(msity a i 
at the given point of  the body exceeds the experimental critical value c,,r, which depends on the temperature. At least 
one component of  the stress must be tensile here. Therefore,  to estimate the stress state, as well as the stress field, the 
stress-state coefficients k~, = (~i-~a,(T))/%,(T) are calculated. It is clear that the risk of  crack appearance increases with 
increase in ka, especially if  k a > 0. 

The theoretical variation in the stress ~, and k a at the time corresponding to the appearance of  maximum k~ is 
shown in Fig. 2. The greatest value of  k~ is seen at the center of  the ingot and at the surface in the middle of  tl:~e faces. 

The results obtained indicate that, even in forced-heating conditions, the tensile stress does not reach critical 
values leading to crack appearance. Note that the problem is solved in the elastoplastic approximation and, since viscous 
effects begin to exert  an influence in conditions of  high-temperature heating, the real values of  the stress and ~ence k a 
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must be lower. Thus, the stress appearing in high-speed heating of the blooms cannot lead to loss of continuity of the 
metal and hence there is a possibility of increasing the design productivity of the apparatus. 

NOTATION 

T, temperature; p, c, )~, thermophysical coefficients; or, o, external heat-transfer coefficients; r, time; R, 
characteristic dimension; or, thermal stress in ingot cross section; e, deformation; Au, Av, increments in displacements 
over the x, y axes; k o = (oi-aT(T))/eT(T), stress-state coefficient. 
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MODELING MACROSEGREGATION IN AN INGOT, TAKING ACCOUNT 

OF ALLOY SHRINKAGE 

L. V.  Shaton, V. N. Kramarenko, and Yu. A. Samoilovich UDC 621.746.628.011.001.573 

A mathematical model is proposed for the description of  zonal segregation in an ingot of  quiescent steel 
on casting in a mold, taking account of alloy shrinkage. 

Despite the development of continuous-casting technology, most the steel forged in the USSR is cast in a mold. 
Both technologies have a common deficiency: the larger the ingot, the more impurity segregation occurs on solidification. 
The mechanism of zonal-segregation formation was described in [1-4], and experimental data have been obtained on 
the zonal segregation of various chemical elements on casting. However, in our view, no sufficiently complete method 
of calculating solidification [5, 3], taking account of melt flows and maintenance of the liquid core of the ingot on alloy 
shrinkage [1, 2], exists as yet. A mathematical model is created in the present work for the complex investigation of these 
processes. It is developed for the calculation of the thermal and concentrational fields and consists of a system of 
differential equations with the corresponding boundary conditions. 

The liquid-phase motion in the solidifying ingot is a superposition of the flux due to large-scale processes (such 
as stratification, mixing, etc.) and microfluxes arising on filling of the shrinkage volumes. First of all, the shrinkage 
component of the liquid-phase velocity is isolated, by writing the continuity equation. The metal density is a 
superposition of the densities of the solid Ps and liquid Pt phases, which are not equal but constants: p = ps~o + pt(1 -- ~o). 

Using the mixing rates of the solid and liquid phases vsh and veh, which satisfy the incompressibility equation, 
and also the shrinkage component of the liquid-phase velocity vly, the continuity equation is written in the form 

P,V (v,h rp) + PlY (vzh (1 --  q~)) = O, ( l )  

and, taking into account that dp/dr = 0, it follows that 

o (p,q~) + p , v  (v,~q~) + o (t,~ (1 - -  q~)) + p ,v  Iv~h (1 - -  ,p) + v,y (1 - -  (p)l = o. (2)  

Hence, substituting Eq. (1) in Eq. (2), an equation determining the shrinkage rate vly may be obtained 

0fp 
(p, - -  pz) ~ + # ,v  [vzy (1 - -  ~)l - -  0. (3) 
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